
THE ALMOND
TREE BLOSSOMS

In China, people respect you by

addressing you " old gentleman " or

" old lady " ; while in the Western

countries, people want to please you by

calling you " young man " or

young lady "

Some people feel offended when they

are called " old " . I remember when I

heard lor the first time a prayer relerring

to me as the " Lord's old maid servant

" , I just felt funny. Before that incident, I

had thought that " old " referred to

those who were unable to move around

well, then I realized that I, too, belonged

to that " old " category. After that, I

accepted the fact, and I can smile to those

who call me " old " no matter whether

it is out of respect or not.

There is a beautiful and poetic

passage in the Bible (Eccl. 12:2-6)

describing old age. My lavorite sentence

is " the almond tree blossoms "

Almond trees blossom in the mid-Winter.

When they bloom, the leaves have already

fallen, so it looks as if the flowers are on

dried branches. The flowers are pink in

the beginning, then they turn to white and
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the petals fall on the ground just like

showflakes.

Did you know tl.rat after the blossoms

fall, the almond nuts will grow as the fruit?

We Chinese use the sweet kind of
almonds as food and the bitter kind as

medicine. They can be used to treat the

symptoms ol cough and asthema and they

also help our lungs stay strong and our

skin stay smooth.

That's exactly what we old people

can and should do. We seem dried and

barren, but we can still blossom. Even

when our hair changes to grey and white

and eventually falls to the ground, we are

able to add to the beauty of nature. Don't

forget about the fiuits we leave behind

which can give people nutrition and

healing power.

Old age is the last step of life and the

first step to eternity. Our years are getting

more and our days of meeting God are

getting less. God never wastes what He

creates, so likewise, we should not waste

our lives. Don't sit around and grieve for

your past green leaves. Instead, spend

every minute to bloom and bear fruits. A


